
2021 O�ficer Camp ~ Routine Descriptions
O�ficer Camp Dance - “Take Ova” by: Shontelle feat. Pitbull - Time 1:52 - Get ready to take over the
dance �loor with powerful technical skills, quick weight shi�ts, and lots of sass!  �is year’s o�ficer camp
dance will allow your dancers to determine the extent of challenge they want to undertake, while
performing sassy movements with confidence!

Alice Henrichsen & Heather Johansen – Social O�ficer Dance - “�e Comeback” by: Danny Gokey -
Time 1:37 - �is past year has been a rough one…NOW it’s time for �e COMEBACK!   Social o�ficers are
the glue that keeps the team together and this routine represents that!  �is intermediate jazz has
dance elements that include a single or double pirouette, jeté, parts, high kicks and more!  It’s time to
rebuild and bring our team back together and make 2021 even better!

Miriam Vera

Int/Adv Contemporary - “Anywhere Away From Here” by: Rag'n'Bone Man & Pink - Time 1:50 - "Away
from Here" will touch your dancer's hearts by encouraging them to express the story behind the lyrics,
while performing intermediate to advance technical elements like: tilted fan kick, illusion, handstand,
reverse fan kick, à la second turn sequence, knee drop, coupé turn, leap, and tilt jump.

Tasha Franklin

Int/Adv Hip Hop - “Bring the Beat Back” by: DJ Don Mecca - Time 1:32 - If you are looking for a crowd
pleaser, this dance is it!!! Everyone wants a crowd starter with music that will have them on their feet.
�e routine has parts, levels and current dance moves. �is dance will be great for pep rallies,
basketball games or any special performances!



Int/Adv Pom - “Lose My Breath” by: Destiny’s Child - Time 1:50 - Looking for a smooth but fun pom
that will get the crowd on the edge of their seat? �is stylized and edgy pom is it! �e variation of music
in the song will keep the crowd engaged. Techniques in this routine include a variety of turns and
leaps. It has parts, levels and movements that play o�f the music. �is dance will be great for pep rallies,
basketball games or any special performances!

Brittany Lassiter

Int/Adv Stylized Jazz - “Toxic” by: Britney Spears (Y2K & Alexander Lewis Remix) - Time: 1:34 - Your
dancers are sure to love this stylized jazz! Technical elements such as a calypso, double pirouettes, leap
in 2nd, and highlight sections for your dancers, compliment the music and allow them to showcase
their talents at their current level of dance. �is music is hard hitting and the choreography
accentuates the beat dropping. All dancers will love the style and challenge of this routine!

Int/Adv Lyrical - “You Are �e Reason” by: Calum Scott - Time 1:30 - Any dancer will enjoy the
opportunity to show expression in this beautiful lyrical routine. Movements are �luid and powerful
with technical elements highlighted throughout the choreography. Your dancers will feel challenged
with the tempo of the music while still being able to execute each movement with grace and poise.

Carolyn �ompson

Pep Rally Pom - "Haven't You Heard" by: Alan Fitzpatrick - Time 1:17 - �is pep rally pom is high energy
and crowd pleasing! �e technique in this routine includes jeté leaps, pirouettes, a toe touch and a tilt
jump. From the famous Patricia Russen’s “Haven’t you heard” is a popular tune that will have everyone
singing along. �is routine will help your dancers push their limits with quick pom motions, visual
choreography, and sassy moves that will keep everyone entertained.

Pep Rally Hip Hop - “Feel the Burn” by: Dj Dru - Time 1:15 - �is high energy pep rally routine will have
everyone on their feet wanting to join in! �is routine includes parts, current dance moves and quick
level changes.  �is dance is great for a themed pep rally, basketball games and special performances.

Katey Guinn

Adv Contemporary - “Rome” by: Dermot Kennedy - Time 1:16 - “Rome” is an advanced contemporary
that focuses on movement quality and advanced skills such as a switch arabesque, switch tilt, a
combination with turns in second.  �is routine will allow your dancers to explore how to use their full
range of movement within their body and still execute the harder skills within the choreography.

Emma Cox

Adv Jazz - “Levitating” by: Dua Lipa - Time 1:25 - Your dancers will love the challenge of this stylized
jazz! “Levitating” features both high-energy movement and crowd-pleasing skills. �is popular song
and energetic choreography will definitely make your audience want to sing and dance along!

Adv Pom - “Ladies of Pop Mix” by: Various Artists - Time 1:27 - Your dancers will love the mix  of this
fast and fun pom! “Ladies of Pop Mix” includes multiple turn sections, strong jumps and leaps,
hard-hitting pom motions, and plenty of sass!



Haley Hockenberry

Pep Rally Jazz - “Shake the Room” by: Gamu - Time 1:30 - �is is a super fun and sassy jazz routine that
goes perfectly with the music! It is high energy and lots of stamina will be required! �is routine
features many di�ferent parts, direction changes, and a fun surprise split! It is set to be a crowd
favorite!

Adv Lyrical - “Still Have Me” by: Demi Lovato - Time 1:36 - �is is a feel good lyrical routine. While the
music may be slow, there is no time to rest (except for the choreographed breath cues of course)! �is
routine features a lot of �loor work and there are many opportunities to feature an individual. True
emotion will be needed to showcase this routine to the best of its ability!

Kandace Tuttle

Pep Rally Kick - “Alice” by: Lady Gaga - Time 1:10 - Your o�ficers will love this energizing kick routine
that is perfect for a pep rally. �is routine o�fers a unique kick series with a section of stylized jazz
movements. “Alice” includes pirouettes, a tilt kick, inverted fans, and a jump split. �is kick is upbeat
and very energizing! �is dance will be a definite crowd pleaser!

Int/Adv Jazz - “Electricity” by: Dua Lipa - TIme 1:40 - �is is a very energetic and upbeat routine that
your dancers will love! �is dance is stylized, but also has clean and crisp movements. �e
choreography includes parts, �loor work and levels. “Electricity” includes a tilt kick, pirouettes, a
calypso, a tilt jump, and a press or ring leap that can all be modified to any dancer’s ability. �is dance
will be a definite crowd pleaser!

Ally Galitz

Adv Hip Hop - “Bring It Back” by: Various Artists - Time 1:30 - �is fast, energetic Hip Hop will get the
crowd out of their seats with this fun mix. �e routine consists of parts, opposition, groups, and �loor
work. �ere are parts in the dance where each dancer can express themselves in a fun upbeat way! �is
dance is great for pep rallies, basketball games, or any type of performance!


